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Mach-Zehnder interferometry using spin- and
valley-polarized quantum Hall edge states in graphene
Di S. Wei,1* Toeno van der Sar,2 Javier D. Sanchez-Yamagishi,2,3 Kenji Watanabe,4

Takashi Taniguchi,4 Pablo Jarillo-Herrero,3 Bertrand I. Halperin,2 Amir Yacoby1,2

Confined to a two-dimensional plane, electrons in a strong magnetic field travel along the edge in one-dimensional
quantum Hall channels that are protected against backscattering. These channels can be used as solid-state analogs
of monochromatic beams of light, providing a unique platform for studying electron interference. Electron interfer-
ometry is regarded as one of the most promising routes for studying fractional and non-Abelian statistics and quan-
tum entanglement via two-particle interference. However, creating an edge-channel interferometer in which
electron-electron interactions play an important role requires a clean system and long phase coherence lengths.
We realize electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometers with record visibilities of up to 98% using spin- and valley-
polarized edge channels that copropagate along a pn junction in graphene. We find that interchannel scattering
between same-spin edge channels along the physical graphene edge can be used to form beamsplitters, whereas
the absence of interchannel scattering along gate-defined interfaces can be used to form isolated interferometer
arms. Surprisingly, our interferometer is robust to dephasing effects at energies an order of magnitude larger
than those observed in pioneering experiments on GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells. Our results shed light on the
nature of edge-channel equilibration and open up new possibilities for studying exotic electron statistics and
quantum phenomena.
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INTRODUCTION
Electron interference plays a central role in mesoscopic physics (1–3)
and is regarded as one of the most promising routes for studying frac-
tional and non-Abelian statistics (4, 5) and quantum entanglement via
two-particle interference (6, 7). Quantum Hall edges form excellent
building blocks for electron interferometers because they are single-
mode channels that are protected from interchannel scattering by their
quantum degrees of freedom, such as spin (1, 8). Furthermore, they can
be positioned via electrostatic gating and coupled at target locations that
act as beamsplitters (2, 3). The energy gaps between Landau levels (LLs)
allow for the creation of interferometers and quantum point contacts
even inmaterials that donot have a zero-field bandgap, such as graphene
(9, 10). Graphene may provide an advantage compared to conventional
GaAs edge-channel interferometers (11–14) because the absence of a
bandgap allows the creation of hole- and electron-like edge channels that
naturally meet, copropagate, and separate at gate-defined pn interfaces
(15, 16). The additional valley degree of freedom and the associated
unique nature of graphene quantum Hall states (17, 18) open up new
opportunities for addressing long-sought goals of electron interferom-
etry, such as the observation of non-Abelian statistics (19). In addition,
the valley isospin provides new possibilities for controlling interchannel
scattering (20), a requirement for creating edge-channel interferom-
eters. However, although graphene pn junctions in the quantum Hall
regime have been studied extensively (8, 15, 16, 21–26), creating an
edge-channel interferometer using spin- and valley-polarized edge
channels has remained an outstanding challenge.

In the paradigmatic electronic interferometer—the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI)—a beam of electrons is split into two paths by
a beamsplitter and recombined at a second beamsplitter (3). Here, we
engineer MZIs consisting of same-spin, opposite-valley quantum Hall
edge channels that copropagate along a pn junction in graphene. Using
magnetic and trans-junction electric fields, we can tune into a regime in
which either one or both pairs of the same-spin edge channels belonging
to the zeroth LL (zLL) form MZIs that coherently mediate the cross-
junction transport (Fig. 1A). We find that these channels can be well
isolated from those belonging to other LLs, enabling us to study a target
interferometer over a large range of electric fields and tune into regimes
with visibilities as high as 98%. By studying pn interfaces of different
lengths, we show that the interferometer beamsplitters are located
where the pn interface meets the physical graphene edges, which we
attribute to strong intervalley scattering at the physical graphene edge
and the absence of intervalley scattering along the gate-defined edge.
We independently verify this conclusion using a device wherein we
can tune the number of edge channels copropagating along either a
physical or gate-defined edge.
RESULTS
Constructing an MZI in a graphene pn junction
To construct an MZI of spin- and valley-polarized edge channels, we
use a hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)–encapsulated monolayer of gra-
phene (see Fig. 1B and Methods). We tune into the quantum Hall re-
gime using a perpendicular magnetic field B and define two regions of
different charge densitiesnT andnB using a bottomgate that affects both
nT and nB and a top gate that affects only nT (Fig. 1B). The number of
edge channels in these regions is given by the filling factors nT;B ¼
h
eB nT;B, where e is the electron charge, and h is Planck’s constant. The
observation of integer quantumHall steps in ameasurement of the two-
terminal conductance at B = 4 T in the regime where nT > 0 and nB > 0
confirms that the spin and valley degeneracy is lifted (fig. S1).

Next, we create a pn junction by tuning into the regimewhere nT < 0
and nB > 0 and study which edge channels mediate charge transport
across the junction. When we measure the conductance g as a function
of nT and nB atB = 4 T (Methods), we observe four regions with distinct
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ranges of conductance values and the first indications of conductance
oscillations (Fig. 1C). In region I, the conductance of the junction is near
zero, which we attribute to the situation depicted in the top panel of
Fig. 1A (where nB=1 and nT=− 1).Here, onen-type spin-downandone
p-type spin-up edge channel copropagate along the junction. Because
these channels have opposite spins, interchannel scattering is sup-
pressed (8). When we cross from region I into region II, we begin to
observe transport across the junction.We attribute this to an additional
spin-up edge channel having entered on the n-side (so that nB = 2 and
nT = − 1); electrons in this channel can scatter into the spin-up channel
on the p-side (see middle panel in Fig. 1A). In this process, the spin-up
electron crosses the intermediate spin-down edge channel.We presume
that tunneling into this edge channel is essentially zero because of the
opposite spin (8). The observed conductance ranges approximately
between 0 and e2/h, consistentwith one pair of edge channelsmediating
transport across the junction. Similarly, in region III, we obtain the situa-
tion in which nB = 1 and nT = − 2, and we attribute the observed con-
Wei et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700600 18 August 2017
ductance to scattering between the two spin-down edge channels.
Markedly, in region III, the conductance does not change notably when
we keep adding edge channels on the p-side (going to nB = 1 and nT <
− 2). We conclude that these additional channels do not contribute to
the trans-junction conductance, presumably because they belong to a
higher LL, whichmakes them spatially too distant from the pn interface,
which has also been seen in the study of Klimov et al. (26). Crossing into
region IV (nB≥ 2 and nT≤ − 2), we observe that the average conduct-
ance increases and ranges between 0 and 2e2/h. We attribute this to two
pairs of same-spin edge channels mediating transport across the junc-
tion. Again, we see no sign of edge channels belonging to higher LLs
entering the systemand contributing to the trans-junction conductance.
We conclude that the edge channels belonging to the zLL mediate the
trans-junction conductance, well isolated from edge channels belonging
to higher LLs.

The relative isolation of the edge channels that belong to the zLL
allows us to study a target pair of edge channels over a large range
Fig. 1. Creating an MZI using spin- and valley-polarized quantum Hall edge channels. (A) Schematic illustration of the formation of MZIs at a graphene pn
junction. Green and purple denote quantum Hall edge channels of opposite spin. Top panel: At (nB, nT) = (1, − 1), where nB (nT) is the filling factor in the n-region
(p-region); two edge channels run along the interface. Their opposite spin suppresses interchannel scattering. Middle panel: At (nB, nT) = (2, − 1), a pair of spin-up edge
channels forms an MZI. Interchannel scattering occurs at the ends of the junction, as indicated by dotted lines. Bottom panel: At (nB, nT) = (2, − 2), two pairs of same-spin
edge channels form two MZIs. (B) Device 1: An edge-contacted monolayer graphene flake encapsulated in hBN. The top gate (Au) and bottom gate (graphite) define
the pn junction (p, red color; n, blue color). The top hBN dielectric is 20-nm thick and the bottom is 30-nm thick. The top gate is contacted by a lead that runs over a
bridge fabricated from hard-baked PMMA to avoid shorting to the graphene flake. The back gate (Si) is used to strongly increase the p-doping of the graphene leading
up to the right lead and to reduce the contact resistance. The SiO2 back-gate dielectric is 285-nm thick. (C) Two-terminal conductance of device 1 in the pn regime at B = 4 T.
We distinguish four regions (dashed boxes). Region I corresponds to nB = 1 and nT = −1. Region II corresponds to nT = − 1 and nB ≥ 2. Region III corresponds to nB = 1 nT ≤ − 2.
Region IV corresponds to nB ≥ 2 and nT ≤ − 2.
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of filling factors. As we increase the magnetic field to B = 9 T and
concentrate on region III, wherein nB = 1 and nT ≤ − 2, we observe
a striking pattern of conductance oscillations (Fig. 2A) whose key
features, such as shape and periodicity, depend on both nB and nT.
These oscillations cannot be explained by semiclassical snake states
or similar low-field phenomena, which have been invoked to explain
oscillations observed at lower magnetic fields (27–30). A semiclassical
description is valid when multiple LLs are occupied, and the cyclotron
radius is large compared to the magnetic length. In our case, we are
working in the extreme quantum limit, where the participating elec-
trons are entirely in the zLL. We argue below that the oscillations we
see in this case result from interference between two parallel edge
channels, corresponding to different valley configurations, whose sep-
aration in momentum and space is a consequence of the Coulomb
exchange interaction. Therefore, the period of the oscillations along
the length of the junction is controlled by these interaction effects, in
contrast with the case of snake states, where the period is determined by
the sum of the cyclotron radii on the two sides of the junction. As we
will further argue below, the well-defined periodicity of these oscilla-
tions indicates that scattering between the two edge channels that
mediate the cross-junction transport occurs at only two points along
the junction. These points form the beamsplitters that define our MZI.
Its conductance, in units of e2/h, is given by
Wei et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700600 18 August 2017
g ¼ jr1t2j2 þ jr2t1j2 þ 2jr1t2r2t1j cosðϕþϕ0Þ

where ti (ri) is the transmission (reflection) amplitude of the ith beam-
splitter, with |ri|

2 + |ti|
2 = 1. The phase ϕ ¼ 2p BA

F0
arises from the

Aharonov-Bohm effect, where F0 = h/e is the flux quantum, A is the
effective area enclosed by the two edge channels, andϕ0 is an unknown
phase associated with the beamsplitters.

Because the measurement in Fig. 2A is performed at a fixedmagnetic
field, we attribute the conductance oscillations to a changing distance be-
tween the two edge channels and a resulting changing flux through the
interferometer.We can analyze the charge density–dependent locations of
these channels by determining where the two corresponding exchange-
split Landau sublevels cross the Fermi energy using a simple model for
the spatial dependence of the sublevel energy (Fig. 2, B toD, and note S1).
This model indicates that as the charge densities increase (from Fig. 2, B
and C), the edge-channel separation decreases. Furthermore, when the
charge density is small (large) on a particular side of the junction, the
edge-channel separation is relatively sensitive (insensitive) to the charge
density on that side of the junction (Fig. 2D). Figure 2E shows that this
model reproduces the key features of the data in Fig. 2A. Further data in
the nB≥ 2 and nT≤ − 2 regime, wherein two MZIs act simultaneously
(as depicted in the bottom panel of Fig. 1A), are shown in fig. S2.
Fig. 2. Characterization of a single MZI. (A) Two-terminal conductance of device 1 at B = 9 T, over a range of filling factors corresponding to a single interferometer at
the pn junction. (B) Modeling the charge-density dependence of the distance between the edge channels that form an MZI. The red and blue shading illustrates the
spatial variation of the charge density close to the pn junction. The green line illustrates the spatial variation of the energies of the exchange-split n = 1 and n = −2
Landau sublevels. The edge channels are located at the positions where these sublevels intersect the Fermi energy. The distance between the edge channels
determines the flux through the interferometer. Far from the pn junction, where the lowest LL is completely empty (n = −2) or completely full (n = 2), the exchange-
splitting Uex vanishes. However, near the pn junction, the electronic ground state can develop an imbalance in the valley occupation, leading self-consistently to a nonzero
Uex. (C) Increasing the electron and hole densities decreases the distance between the edge channels. (D) A strong imbalance between the electron and hole densities.
(E) Simulation of the two-terminal conductance as a function of filling factors based on the model sketched in (B) to (D). (F) Local visibility of the conductance oscilla-
tions observed in (A). The gray dashed box indicates where the visibility was not extracted because of nonresolved oscillations. (G) Blue circles: Experimentally
determined probability of finding a visibility, gmax, or gmin greater than x. Visibility is extracted from the color plot in (F); gmin and gmax are extracted from the color
plots in fig. S3 (A and B). Purple dashed line: The theoretical prediction based on MZIs with beamsplitters described by random scattering matrices that correspond to
beamsplitter transmission probabilities uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Green solid line: The theoretical prediction based on MZIs with beamsplitters described by a
skewed distribution of transmission probabilities (fig. S3C and note S2).
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Beamsplitter characteristics
The visibility of the oscillations in an MZI depends on the phase co-
herence and the transmission characteristics of the beamsplitters. We
analyze the range of visibilities observed in the measurement shown
in Fig. 2Abydividing themeasurement range into a grid and calculating
the local visibility V = (gmax − gmin)/(gmax + gmin), where gmax and gmin

are themaximumandminimumconductance, respectively, within each
block (Fig. 2F and fig. S3, A and B). In Fig. 2G, we plot the resulting
experimental cumulative probability distribution function that indicates
the probability of finding a visibility, gmin, or gmax greater than x. We
compare these distributions to a theoretical prediction that is based
on the assumption that the incoming and outgoing channels of each
of the two beamsplitters of the MZI are connected by random U(2)
matrices in valley space (note S2). This comparison indicates that in
themeasurement of Fig. 2A, the beamsplitter transmission probabilities
are not perfectly uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 (Fig. 2G) but are
instead somewhat skewed toward lower trans-junction conductance
(fig. S3C and note S2). Remarkably, in several regions of the conduct-
ancemap (Fig. 2A), we find visibilities as high as 98%, indicating a near-
perfect phase coherence along the pn interface. In addition, in some
regions, the conductance oscillates nearly between 0 and e2/h, indicating
nearly 50/50 beamsplitters. Further insight into beamsplitter transmis-
sion probabilities yielding a particular Mach-Zehnder visibility can be
gained from fig. S3 (D and E).

Dependence of the Mach-Zehnder interference on magnetic
field and dc voltage bias
Next, we tune to a region of high visibility and study the conductance as
a function of B and a dc voltage bias Vdc (Fig. 3A). We observe that the
visibility stays near-unity for |Vdc| < 0.5 mV (Fig. 3B) and decreases at
larger |Vdc|, whichmay be due to thermal averaging or electron-electron
interactions (3, 14). For the field range of 8 to 9 T in Fig. 3C, measure-
ments at Vdc = 0 show a constant oscillation period DB, which is
consistent with an assumption that the area enclosed by the interferom-
Wei et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700600 18 August 2017
eter is constant and given by A ¼ F0
DB. Subject to this assumption, we

determine an edge-channel separation of 52 nm. Oscillations with
Vdc are also observed (Fig. 3D), indicating a bias-dependent edge-
channel separation, whichmay be a result of a bias-induced electrostatic
gating effect (14). Note that at larger filling factors, we see multiple fre-
quencies, changing frequencywith field, and lobe structures, whichhave
previously been attributed to Coulomb interactions in GaAs devices
(fig. S4) (12–14). We leave the analysis of these effects to a future study.

Varying the length of the pn interface
To confirm that the beamsplitters are located where the pn interface
meets the physical graphene edges, we measure the MZI oscillation fre-
quency as a function of the interface length. We use device 2 (Fig. 4, A
and B) that has five top gates (TG1 to TG5) of varying lengths that we
can address individually in two-terminal conductance measurements
by using the appropriate leads. Using top and bottom gates to control
the filling factors in the top-gated and non–top-gated regions, nT and
nB, respectively, we can tune into a regime where nT < 0 and nB > 0 to
create an npn configuration with two pn junctions in series (fig. S5).
When we measure the two-terminal conductance at B = 8 T as a
function of nT and nB (Fig. 4C and fig. S5), we recognize the regions
corresponding to zero, one, and two pairs of same-spin edge channels
mediating transport across the pn junctions, as discussed above for the
measurement in Fig. 1C and further analyzed in note S3. In addition, we
observe clear conductance oscillations, of which we expect the frequen-
cies to reflect the gate lengths. To analyze these frequencies, we focus on
the limit |nB,T|≫ 1 in which the edge-channel separation and the asso-
ciatedAharanov-Bohm flux are expected to vary as ~1=ð ffiffiffiffiffi

nB
p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�nT

p Þ
(note S4). We plot the conductance data against 1=ð ffiffiffiffiffi

nB
p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�nT

p Þ and
use a Fourier transform to determine the frequency spectrum (fig. S6).
Normalizing the frequency axis to the average length of TG5, we find
peaks at locations that correspond reasonably well to those expected
on the basis of the lengths of the different gates (Fig. 4D). We conclude
that the beamsplitters are located where the pn interfaces meet the
Fig. 3. Mach-Zehnder oscillations as a function of magnetic field and dc voltage bias. (A) Two-terminal differential conductance as a function of magnetic field B
and dc voltage bias Vdc at (nB, nT) = (1, − 2), for which only one interferometer is formed at the pn interface. (B) Visibility of the conductance oscillations shown in (A) as
a function of dc bias. (C) Conductance oscillations with B at zero dc bias corresponding to the red dotted line in (A). From the period DB = 66 mT, we calculate the
distance between edge states to be 52 nm, assuming that the distance between the beamsplitters is given by the 1.2-mm width of the device. (D) Line trace
corresponding to the purple dotted line in (A) showing oscillations with respect to Vdc.
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physical graphene edge. Remarkably, it follows that each oscillation
corresponds to a minute change in the edge-channel separation; for
example, for the gate length of device 1 (L = 1.2 mm), this change
equals F0

BL ¼ 3:7Å.

Edge-channel equilibration along gate-defined and
physical edges
Finally, we demonstrate the absence of interchannel scattering along a
gate-defined edge and the full equilibration of same-spin edge channels
running along a physical edge. We use device 3 (Fig. 5, A to D), which
has two top gates that determine the number of edge channels running
from the left to the right lead, and a top gate (referred to as the side gate)
that determineswhich fraction of the edge channels in the central region
travels along the lower physical edge instead of along the side-gate–
defined edge.We first confirm the presence of robust broken symmetry
Wei et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700600 18 August 2017
quantum Hall states (fig. S7C). We then apply a bias VIN between the
left and top lead andmeasure the potential at the right lead (VOUT) as a
function of the side-gate filling factor (Fig. 5E). The edge-channel equil-
ibration in the central region should reduce the chemical potential at the
right lead below that of the input lead. The precise match between data
and model (described in note S5) in Fig. 5E demonstrates that edge
channels do not equilibrate along the side-gate–defined edge, although
they do equilibrate along the physical edge provided that they have the
same spin. Note that we observe no MZI oscillations as we sweep the
magnetic field between 8.9 and 9 T (fig. S7, D to F), presumably because
there are no locations acting as beamsplitters, because the edge channels
do not meet at a physical edge before and after copropagating along a
gate-defined edge.
DISCUSSION
The experiments presented here demonstrate a robust method of engi-
neering a high-visibility MZI in a graphene quantum Hall system by
harnessing edge channels copropagating along a pn junction. Although
previous measurements on graphene pn junctions in the quantumHall
regime showed results ranging from full equilibration between edge
channels copropagating along the pn junction (with no noticeable in-
terference effects) (16) to a complete absenceof trans–pn junction conduct-
ance (8), we believe we observe interference between the copropagating
channels belonging to the zLL because we have (i) a low-disorder device
inwhich the Landau level degeneracy is fully lifted and inwhich dephas-
ing is sufficiently low and (ii) we use a top gate that is relatively close to
the graphene [closer than the top gate used in the study of Amet et al.
(8)] so that the electrical potential profile across the pn junction is sharp
and allows the edge states to come close enough to each other to be
coupled and form beamsplitters. This opens up the possibility of a variety
of interferometry experiments and grants us the diagnostic capabilities of
measuring subnanometer shifts in edge-channel separation. Here, we ob-
serve transport across the insulating n = 0 state, which is expected to be in
a canted antiferromagnetic (CAF) phase in bulk graphene (31, 32). The
fact that we find that spin polarization is well preserved in our samples
suggests that the CAF phase may be suppressed in a narrow pn junction
in favor of a state where spins are fully polarized along the direction of the
magnetic field.
METHODS
Sample fabrication
All devices were fabricated on doped Si chips with a 285-nm layer of
SiO2 that acted as a dielectric for the Si back gate.Graphenewasmechan-
ically exfoliated from bulk graphite obtained from NGS Naturgraphit
GmbH using 1009R tape from Ultron Systems and subsequently
encapsulated in hBN using a dry transfer process (33). For device 1,
we placed the resulting stack on a graphite bottomgate. Before the first
metal deposition step, we annealed the devices in vacuum at 500°C to
improve device quality. Then, we created top gates using electron-beam
lithography and thermal evaporation of Cr/Au. To fabricate edge
contacts to the graphene in device 1 without shorting to the graphite
bottom gate, we selectively etched the stack down such that the bottom
hBN flake remained and protected the graphite while simultaneously
exposing the graphene flake. To fabricate the edge contacts to the gra-
phene in devices 2 and 3, we etched through the entire hBN/graphene
stack. We then created edge contacts by thermally evaporating Cr/Au
while rotating the sample using a tilted rotation stage. Finally, we etched
Fig. 4. Gate-length dependence of the Mach-Zehnder oscillations. (A) Optical
microscopy image of device 2: An edge-contacted, hBN-encapsulated monolayer
of graphene with five top gates of different lengths. The top-gate dielectric (hBN)
is 17-nm thick. The bottom hBN layer is 16-nm thick. The back-gate dielectric
(SiO2) is 285-nm thick. Leads (L1 to L6) are yellow. Top gates (TG1 to TG5) are
orange. Using the top and back gate, we induce an npn charge configuration with
two pn junctions and their associated MZIs connected in series. (B) Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) image of device 2. The graphene is indicated by the white
dashed line. Top gates are outlined in green, leads are in yellow, and etched re-
gions are in blue. The lengths of both sides of each top gate are indicated in
micrometers. (C) Two-terminal conductance measured across top gate 1 (TG1)
using leads L1 and L2 at B = 8 T. Region I corresponds to nB = −1 and nT = 1.
Region II corresponds to nT = −1 and nB ≥ 2. Region III corresponds to nT ≤ −2 and
nB = 1. Region IV corresponds to nB ≥ 2 and nT ≤ −2. Inset: Close-up of (B) showing
the top gate and the two leads used in this measurement. The edge channels are
indicated by black lines. (D) Frequency spectrum (FFT, fast Fourier transform) of
the conductance oscillations for all top gates. The x axis is normalized to the ap-
proximate length of TG5. The expected frequencies for each gate are indicated by
the black dashed lines.
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the devices into the desired geometry by reactive ion etching in O2/
CHF3 using a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)/HSQ bilayer of re-
sist (patterned by electron-beam lithography) as the etch mask.

Measurement
Ourmeasurementswere performed in a Leiden dry dilution refrigerator
with a base temperature of 20 mK. Measurements of differential con-
ductance were performed using a lock-in amplifier with an ac excitation
voltage of 10 mVat 17.77Hz.Allmeasurements of differential conductance
were corrected for contact/line resistances, which were independently
determined by lining up the robust v = 2 quantum Hall conductance pla-
teau with 2e2/h. We estimated all filling factors based on a parallel-plate
capacitor model with a correction to account for the quantum capacitance
(note S6).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/8/e1700600/DC1
fig. S1. Characterization of device 1 in the regime where nB > 0 and nT > 0 (which we call the
nn′ regime).
fig. S2. Two-terminal conductance of device 1 in the pn regime (in which nB > 0 and nT < 0) at
B = 4 T and large filling factors.
fig. S3. Analysis of transmission and reflection in Mach-Zehnder beamsplitters.
fig. S4. The effect of a dc bias on the differential conductance of a pn junction.
fig. S5. Analyzing the average conductance observed in npn measurements on device 2.
fig. S6. Analyzing the gate-length dependence of the Mach-Zehnder oscillation frequencies
observed in npn devices.
fig. S7. Device 3: verifying the presence of broken symmetry quantum Hall states and
measurements of edge channel equilibration as a function of magnetic field.
note S1. Modeling the distance between the edge channels forming an MZI.
note S2. Scattering model for an MZI at a graphene pn junction.
Wei et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700600 18 August 2017
note S3. Conductance of two MZIs in series.
note S4. Analyzing the gate-length dependence of the Mach-Zehnder oscillation frequencies
observed in the npn measurements on device 2.
note S5. Gate-defined equilibration studies.
note S6. Calculating charge densities and filling factors from gate voltages.
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